
Headteacher’s Message 

At Chenderit, our students participate really well in academic and 

non-academic activities and, as a result, develop a sense of                  

belonging – their friends are here, they have rewarding                          

relationships with their teachers and other students, and they 

identify with and value the full range of activities our school can 

offer. 

Toward the end of last week, we thoroughly enjoyed opening up 

our site to welcome our prospective new year 7 pupils to our New 

Entrants Evening 2022. Not only was it a thrill to see a new                   

generation of students fill our halls and classrooms for the first 

time, but it was equally as wonderful to see so many of our current students extolling the virtues 

of our school, taking pride in our learning environment and explaining what it means to be a 

Chenderit student. The fact that so many current students were also prepared to give up their 

own evening to attend and throw themselves into marketing our school was heart-warming and I 

thank each and every one of our volunteers, as well as staff, for their contributions.  

During our own travels across the site that evening we overheard this: "...we've got a really good 

impression of this one. It's such a warm place." We also received many emails of thanks, which, 

after a very long week, were greatly appreciated. Here is just one example: 

“I attended the open evening last night with my daughter who is in year 6. I wanted 
to feed back to the school how impressed I was. There was such a friendly,                       
welcoming atmosphere with lots of smiles and enthusiasm from all of the staff and 
pupils who were there. 
 
We left at the end of the evening with a really positive and excited glow. 
 
I know you will have all been exhausted having had Ofsted this week. Several of the 
other parents I spoke to were all really complimentary about the evening too. Well 
done everyone.” 

Thank you, students, for being so committed to our school and thank you, parents and                               
prospective parents, for supporting us and for showing your appreciation.  



NEWS FROM THE ART DEPARTMENT 

Year Seven Sketchbooks  

To ensure a smooth transition from Year Six into Year Seven, students at Chenderit always have a                       

staggered homework timetable at the start of the year, focusing first on core subjects, with other subjects 

gradually being introduced over time. This week, Year Seven students have been given their first art 

homework assignment. Yay! Art homework is a great opportunity for students to practise and develop 

their skills, to be given useful feedback from their teachers and to create artwork that they are really 

proud of. Homework is always completed in students’ sketchbooks, which they will keep until the end of 

Year Eight, and students at Key Stage Three are given one week to complete each assignment. We 

want students to cherish their sketchbooks and to become really proud of what they have achieved and 

of the progress that they have made.  

Year Seven students’ first assignment is to create a title page for their current “Hands” project. Examples 

from previous Year Seven students are included here, as a guide to “what a good one looks like”.                     

Students are free to use any materials/media that they choose, but should aim to fill the whole page with 

“hand” related imagery and the title “Project ONE: HANDS” 

This is a great first task, as it gives every student a real opportunity to shine! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework is really important to us here in the Art Department, as we know what a difference it can make 

to a student’s progress, understanding and attainment. We expect every student (no matter what year 

group) to complete each piece of work by the given deadline. We expect all students to do their very best 

with each assignment that they are set, and for work to always be completed to the best of a student’s 

ability, rather just for the sake of getting it done. At Key Stage Three, art homework should take about 40 

minutes to complete. Students are welcome to take a bit longer than this if they want to (for instance, if 

they are particularly enjoying a given challenge), but should be concerned if they are spending                              

considerably less time than this, as that may suggest that they are not approaching the assignment with 

the determination and focus that the task requires. Independent work is the foundation of every good        

artist: we look forward to seeing what our new Year Seven students will submit next week! 

Parents: please encourage your child to “Aim high” and “Work hard” on this assignment! 



Big Draw event, Matisse: Drawing With Scissors 

 

Thank you to all the families who attended our “Big 

Draw” event at The Heseltine Gallery on Sunday 

02/10/22. It was wonderful to see everyone being 

inspired by the Matisse artwork currently on                 

display and creating their own work in response to 

this prestigious exhibition.  

We had expected lots of children to join us, but 

were thrilled at how many parents joined in too- 

some of them very competitively! It was great to 

see everyone working together and wonderful to 

be part of such creative endeavour. “How fabulous 

it is, to have these Matisse images here in                        

Middleton Cheney” was one of the comments that 

we kept hearing again and again as everyone 

worked. It’s true: an exhibition as good as this is 

too good to be missed! 

 

If you haven’t yet visited out Matisse exhibition, please do so. The exhibition runs until 23/10/22 and is 

open to the public every day, except Saturdays, from ten until four.  

For further updates on exhibitions and events at The Heseltine Gallery, please do follow our social media 

accounts, by searching for The Heseltine Gallery on Facebook or Instagram.  

 

 

 

Year Seven Student Already Practising Portrait Skills 

Eshal Hussain (7F) deserves a special mention this week. 

Over the weekend, Eshal spent a day creating this                  

wonderful portrait, practising her observational and                  

shading skills and working from a photograph. Becoming 

a better artist is all about practise, and it is great to see 

that students are using their own time to engage in                     

self-directed tasks of this nature. The likeness here is 

striking and Eshal has captured the steely determination,                     

generosity and above all modesty of this unidentified,                   

undeniably very handsome, mystery gentleman. Well 

done Eshal! You have absolutely smashed it! Chenderit 

artists: if you create artwork at home, please let your art 

teacher see what you have been up to, even if the work is 

not directly related to what you have been doing in class. 

We always like to see examples of the artwork you have 

created and are proudest of! 

 



8D Embrace Science in Tutor Time! 

 

8D have been busy making bug hotels in tutor time, as 

a part of their “community” week this week. They                   

decided on their project as a group, and have since 

spent time researching and designing hotels that will 

make fitting homes for their 6-legged friends. 

Once their designs were finished, they collected a                      

variety of twigs, pinecones, conkers and leaves which they 

have used to create habitats inside some repurposed drinks 

bottles. 

Hopefully these hotels will not only make the bug community 

a happier place to be, but will also contribute to the school 

community too. We hope that many an insect will feel at 

home in 8D’s creations. 

 

 

 

Science Stars of the Week 

This week’s Science stars of the week are… 

• Izzy Jackson-Pate (Year 7) for challenging herself and 

successfully drawing complex line graphs. 

• Tobias Godfrey, Ted Harper and Alexander Clarke (Year 

9) for modelling resistance in a roll play.  

• Evan Sutton and Annabelle Dascalescu (Year 12) for their 

practise exam questions in Biology. 



Inclusion  

 

This week, Year 7 students have been reading about Greek Myths, and learning about the 

tale of Daedalus and Icarus.  

Year 8 students have been reading ‘Twelfth Night’ together in class, they’ve shown how 

well they know the text. You might want ask your children to tell you what they can                        

remember about the story with you at home.  

Many students have completed reading tests during the last two weeks and students have 

settled in to their lessons really well. I’m really impressed with how well behaved students 

have been in test conditions, which has reflected in their performance. Well done to all 

year 7 and 8 students involved. 

Reading stars this week are: 

Year 7 – Bethany O’ Keefe, Harry Liggins, Freddie Washbourne 

Year 8 – Guy Shepherd, Riley Carter 

Our students have a record to show what they’re reading at home, please check that your 

children are reading daily as this makes such a difference to their progress in all subjects. 

This is set as regular homework on Satchel. 

In order to improve students’ knowledge of their multiplication tables, we recommend                     

regular practise. This helps support many aspects of Maths. Students may wish to                       

practise these verbally, on paper or using a site like Top Marks.  

Use this link: https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button 

Next week, we will be participating in the ‘Take 10’ which encourages everyone to read for 

10 minutes every day to improve both their wellbeing and to support their literacy skills. 

 

Keep reading regularly at home!  Ms Broady-Bennett 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Ms Ellaway: 

Hollie Hughes 9A1 

From Mrs Nowell:  

Hashem Ahmed- analytical writing 

Alex Lailey- excellent assessment 

Eleanor Handley- excellent assessment- great attitude to learning 

Hugh Pope- excellent assessment 

Kieran Wells- great attitude to learning and supporting another student in class 

Lilli Thomas- great attitude to learning and fab effort with homework 

From Mr Lindsay:  

11B/En1 – all of you have shown great work ethic in a disrupted couple of weeks. We are doing the right things. 

In particular, I have been blown away, both in class discussion and writing, by: 

• Lola Rodhouse 

• Maggie Gosling 

• Charlie Cubit-O’Neil 

• Izzy Tims 

• Bessy Upstone 

• Mia Byfield 

 11A/En4 – well done for a pair of structured, consistent lessons last week. Let’s continue on that momentum! 

  

10B/En3: 

Keira Murphy 

Amelia Moore 

Ellie Morgan 

Rehan Shazard 

  

10A/En4 

Courtney Green 

Malaeka Hussain 

 

The English Department 

Stars of the week 



From Mr Hillman:  

7B/En2: Breeze Bailey, Blake Nelder, Willow Evetts - Fantastic class work 

8B/En2: Meerab Aluakh, Emilee Mae Easey, Nathan Kerry - very clear understanding of the themes of Twelfth Night. 

9B/En1: Bliss Bailey, Alexie Critchley, Izzy Gilchrist, Owen Anderson - deeper level analysis of Macbeth in their annotations.  

10B/En4: Sienna Tomlin - Brilliant ideas in her English Language creative writing. 

11B/En4: Crystal Burn, Gaspard Southcott, Tom Beck, James Willis - fantastic contributions in lessons.  

From Miss McGee: 

11A2- thank you for all the hard work and dedication you are showing this term. You are all doing incredibly well and I am 
proud of the work you have done this year. Keep it up! 

 

From Mr Laczko– Schroeder: 

George Alici and Mia Jones in Y7, Evelyn Mills and Roman Watts in Y8, Egan Ward and Kayla Collins in Y9, and Will 
Bouvier and Roseanna Hale in Y10 

 

From Miss Hendrickson:  

    Gracie Freeman 

        Zoe Lear 

                 Izzy Jackson-Pate 



 

Students have a wider reading list at the backs of their English booklets. If you child is striving for the highest grades or want 
to know more about a particular topic we recommend they have a look at the links and suggested titles.  

We are lucky as a school to have access to two fantastic platforms to supplement learning GCSEPod and Massolit.  

6th formers and KS4 students should continue to use Massolit to develop their understanding of studied texts.  

 

 

 

 

 

Revision resource: QUOTEMASTER 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/quotemaster/id1439559070  

 

A free app available on iOs or Android that can test students on quotations from the texts they are studying in English                 
Literature.  

 

The app is free and seems to be a really nice, casual way of revising key quotations through a quiz style. Students have 15 
seconds to finish the quotation and or answer who said it. 

 

Students have the opportunity to see live 
performances of Greek myths. 

  

The Oxford Playhouse have an exciting                   
opportunity to present three of the most 
loved and enduring Greek myths for free in 
partnership with Unicorn Theatre Online.  

 

This series of three new short plays by some 
of the UK’s most exciting writers have been 
creatively filmed and edited to bring theatre 
to life online for children. Directed by the 
Unicorn Theatre’s Associate Director Rachel 
Bagshaw, the films reinvent and reimagine 
the original myths enabling pupils to explore the resonances of Greek Myths to today’s world anew. 

 

Our Year 7 students may find this particularly appealing, fitting in with their studies of Greek Myths this term! 

 

https://www.oxfordplayhouse.com/take-part/young-people/greek-myths-unplugged 

 

Wider Reading 

Greek Myths Unplugged 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/quotemaster/id1439559070
https://www.oxfordplayhouse.com/take-part/young-people/greek-myths-unplugged


Year 7 

The Year 7 students have now fully settled in to Secondary school life. The students are                                  

receiving regular praise from their teachers in the form of Achievement points which the                       

students keep track of in their Tutorial PD exercise books. Every week the tutor group with the 

most Achievement points is celebrated, last week this was 7D!  

From 10
th
 October the Year 7 students will be on a full homework timetable. It is important that 

students are checking Satchel:one daily to ensure they are completing homework and handing 

in to their teachers on time.  There are a number of Year 7 students who attend our Homework 

Club after school. This club is available Tuesdays – Friday in IT2 and runs from 3pm until 4pm. 

The students who attend Homework Club are given access to a computer, and resources to 

complete the work. There is also a member of staff there to help them with their work.  

Thank you! 

Many students gave up their evening on Thursday 29
th
 September to help at our Open Evening 

which saw Prospective New Year 7 Students visit Chenderit with their parents. The Year 7                  

students proved themselves to be an asset to the school; working within different subjects to 

share with our visitors what they learn in those subjects, a number of students performed with 

MTS and others acted as tour guides for family groups. I want to say a HUGE thank you to the 

students for their hard work, and showing how great Chenderit School is! 

Transition Work 

Mrs Nowell, the Head of English, Mr Byford, the Head of Maths, and myself would like to thank 

all of the students who completed and handed in their Transition work that they spent time over 

the Summer break completing. It was very clear that the students worked hard to complete the 

tasks and took pride over the work they produced. There are a number of students we would 

like to praise for the level of detail they produced. All students who completed the work will               

receive a letter home and those who have gone above and beyond will receive Praise                  

Postcards.  

Maths Transition work star students 

Olly Bennett 

Adam Eady 

Charlie Ellicott 

Logan Hicks 

Isabella Malhi 

Sophie Peirson 

Lola Wiggins 

Tommy Boyes 

Izzy Jackson-Pate 

Isla Blair 

Yagoda Cybulska 

Daniel Early 

Tyler Jackson 

Zoe Lear 

Sammy McGlamery 

Abigail Vessey 

Lyum Wright 

Anya Alford 

Charlie Campbell 



Lauren Edmonds 

Blake Nelder 

Lydia Skyrme 

Lennon Terry 

 
In completing the transition work the students have prepared them for the methods 

and processes they are learning in their lessons and hopefully puts them in good 

stead for keeping themselves organised and on top of their independent work.  

Roald Dahl Writing Competition 

I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate all of the Year 7 students who 
took part in the Roald Dahl writing competition set by the English department. 
There were some fabulous entries and a number of certificates were given out on 
Monday to celebrate the student’s success. There were however, three stand out 
entries – Ruben 7A, Sammy 7D and Alesia 7D – not only some fantastic rhyming, 
but some very Quentin Blake inspired illustrations as well! 

 



Maths 

Leonhard Euler 

Euler’s work advanced the fields of geometry, algebra, number theory, trigonometry, and infinitesimal 

calculus. Mathematics is replete with formulae and theorems named after him. 

 

1741 1783 

Euler was a professor of physics at the Imperial                
Russian Academy of Sciences in St Petersburg, In 

1741, he joined the Berlin Academy. 

Euler died of a brain haemorrhage on                    
September 18, 1783 in St Petersburg, Russia. 

1707 1720 1738 

Euler (pronounced “oiler”) was 
born in Basel Switzerland on April 
15. His father was a pastor of the 
Reformed Church. The family was 
close to Johann Benoulli, one of 
the greatest mathematicians in 

Europe. 

At age 13 Euler attended the               
University of Basel and later                  
studied for a master’s on the 

works of Descartes and Newton. 

After suffering from a               
fever, Euler almost                       

became blind in his right 
eye. This had little effect 

on his productivity, thanks 
to his remarkable skills 

and memory. 

The Most Beautiful Equation 

 Euler’s identity is hailed as the most beautiful equation in mathematics. Some people even have it 

tattooed on their bodies. Why?  

The equation is said to hold mathematical beauty because it includes three key functions: addition, 

multiplication, and exponentiation. It also links five mathematical constants: 0,1, ,  (the base of 

natural logarithms, 2.7182818284), and  (the unit imaginary number). 

 As such it presents a deep connection between the realms of geometry, calculus, and complex              

numbers. 

 Some historians have suggested that Euler himself wasn;t the first to derive the identity, though it 

certainly emerges from concepts he helped to derive. 

A Puzzle 

Cutting a Cross 

 Here is an ordinary cross. Using only two straight cuts. 

 Cut it into as many pieces as you can. 

 To check your answer, see Mr Huckin in Room 82. 

  

  



Nominations  

Mr Armstrong nominates Patryk Muciek (Year 9) who has worked extremely well since the start of term. 
Patryk is making good progress with the algebra module.  

Mr Huckin nominates Kiya Tustian (Year 9) for a fantastic score in our recent unit test on surds and 
standard Form. Kiya has also made a fantastic start to our algebra unit. Keep up the great work.  

Mr Smith says Charlie Mullins-Blythe and Charlie Semonin (Year 11) get my nomination this week for 
commitment to improving their grades. 

Mrs Pennells nominates Rosie Walker (Year 9) for a fantastic result in her first unit assessment this year. 
Rosie works hard in every lesson completing her work to a very high standard. She always wants to move 
onto something extra to give herself a challenge. Such a brilliant attitude! Keep it up! 

Mr Dahal nominates Ellie Morgan (Year 10) who has worked extremely hard in all her lessons and has 
been making fantastic progress. The presentation of her work is excellent and she is showing her                
working out clearly. In the recent work on graphs she was able to investigate the equation of straight 
line graphs by finding the gradient and y-intercept. Well done. 

Mrs McMahon nominates Ashton Southam (Year 9) and Christabelle Elder (year 9).  Ashton has settled 
well into the new school year despite a rocky start, he is now working well every single lesson without 
fail.  He participates in class discussions and completes all work to a high standard.  Christabelle is                  
extremely helpful and helps to hand out books, without being asked.  Her book is presented to a very 
high standard and she has a good understanding of all work completed so far. 

Mr Byford nominates Sana Mehmood and Alizar Rizvi (Year 11), both have made an outstanding start to 
year 11. These students are working really hard on topics they need to improve, they are covering some 
new higher content and making good progress. They will ask when they are unsure and are keen to 
move on to extension work when appropriate. Well done to both these students and also to many Year 
11 students who have started the year in a positive manner.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr Heyes nominates Sophia Sneath, Mali Hart, Emily Mumford and Olly Ormond (Year 9) for achieving 
excellent results in their first unit test, showing a great understanding of indices and surds. 

Mrs Bagga nominates Sophie Peirson (Year 7). She achieved an excellent baseline test result. Her                  
working out and book are presented to a high level. Sophie takes great pride in her maths and is making               
excellent progress. Great to have you here! 



 



Ex-Student News 

Former Chenderit pupil, Annabel Willis is making a great name for herself in the world of horse racing. 
After being a jockey, Annabel is now ‘Travelling Head Person’ to the famous Heath House Stables in 
Newmarket. Heath House is the home of Annabel's boss, Horse Racing legend Sir Mark Prescott and 
Annabel also looks after the superstar horse, Alpinista. She rides Alpinista every day and has travelled to 
a variety of top-class races throughout Europe. The mare has now won six Group 1 Races (the highest 
level in horse racing) and this culminated in victory last Sunday in Europe's Premier race, The Prix de 
L'Arc de Triomphe in Paris. Annabel and Alpinista are now heading to Japan for another of the world’s 
richest races, The Japan Cup. Alpinista is currently valued at 15 million pounds, so Annabel's                             
contribution to her career is priceless. 

 



 



Chenderit Sixth Form  
Sixth Form Weekly Bulletin 

Weekly Message 

Dear Parents and Carers 

The past week has given us an example of what makes 

our Sixth Form such a special community to be a part 

of. Our Sixth Form students have begun organising an 

initiative to support Young Minds #HelloYellow               

campaign, with the plan being for as many of our 

Sixth Form students wearing yellow to support the 

charity and raise awareness of mental health issues. 

More details of this will be shared shortly. Our                      

students have also already begun organising and                  

preparing for our annual Charities Week and                    

Christmas Extravaganza, showing their commitment 

to charity and community. The dedication of our                  

students to others really is exemplary and as we have 

begun to process UCAS applications, their personal 

statements highlight the vast array of wider                          

opportunities they have taken part in since the                           

beginning of Year 12. I’d like to take this opportunity 

to say well done to our current Year 13s for their                    

efforts and their admirable attitude towards our                    

community, both within the school and outside of it. 

Our Year 12 students have now all received their                 

enrichment trackers and have begun recording their 

hours and activities in them. Please do encourage your 

child to complete this enrichment work over the next 

year to ensure that they are in the same fantastic                   

position as our Year 13 students currently are. They 

are making a fantastic start to the year and I am sure 

with their current attitude, they will participate in 

some excellent opportunities that not only benefit 

them, but the community as well. 

                                                                  - Mr. B. Belstone. 

Sixth Form Bursary: 

Thank you to all students who have submitted                           

applications for our Sixth Form bursary for this year. 

The applications have all been processed and                                    

confirmation has already been sent out to applicants to 

confirm the amount rewarded. If you do feel that your 

child requires additional financial support to enable 

them to access their Sixth Form studies, please look at 

our policy here to see our eligibility criteria and details 

of how to apply for the different types of bursary we         

offer. 

 
Open Evening 

24th November 2022 
 

Our Sixth Form Open Evening for prospective students 

takes place on Thursday 25th November this year and we 

are excited to hold the event back in person again for the 

first time since 2019! Make sure to make a note of this in 

your calendars and come and see what makes our Sixth 

Form such a special community to be a part of. 

Year 12 Enrichment: 

 

As part of our delivery of the 16-19 study programme, 

we deliver a structured enrichment programme to each 

of our students. In order to help students engage with 

this programme, students have had an assembly and 

booklet of information of all of the different enrichment 

and community work opportunities that we can offer 

students within the school community. However,                     

students need not just limit themselves to opportunities 

within the school; they can also participate in other       

activities that will count towards their enrichment 

hours, for example, the Duke of Edinburgh scheme.  

Students need to keep track of their enrichment hours 

and ensure they are doing something relevant to them. It 

is their responsibility to track their work and they need 

to get each activity signed off. Their tutors will track 

their participation throughout the year so we can ensure 

that all students are taking part and completing their 30 

hours across Year 12. 

Wider enrichment – please let us know and we can                 

authorise. 

Tutor Time Overview: 

The key theme for tutor time this week continues to be 

‘Staying Safe Online’.  

Year 12 are focusing on cyberbullying and what this 

looks like as a young adult. They will then focus on 

incredibly important issues such as online extremism 

and radicalisation later on in the week. 

Year 13 are looking at the threat of online fraud and 

data theft, especially as they begin to manage their 

own finances as they move into employment or on to 

university. 

http://www.chenderit.northants.sch.uk/sixth-form-16-19-bursary.asp




Digital Ambassadors 

 

Rebecca Russel, Kayleigh Judge, Eric Jackson and Rohith Ganeshkumar were trained by Target                 

champions to help and give advice to students with any worries about online safety, bullying or grooming. 

This week they have launched a confidential drop on Monday breaktimes in room 52 for students to go 

and talk through any worries or questions they have, big or small. They will support students and                   

signpost them to further help and refer to the safeguarding team if there are any concerns. 

Year 8 

Year 8 has been looking at online safety in personal development over the last two weeks. In assembly, 
Mr Smith introduced them in assembly to a wide range of dangers on the internet, while during tutor time 
students have been considering important values such as respect and kindness. Using these values can 
help navigate the challenges of being online.  

It was brilliant to see so many Year 8 students helping out during the open evening. I was proud to see 
students guiding parents and visitors, answering questions honestly, and showing the best of Chenderit 
to prospective students. Students were also great during the recent inspection, and were a credit to the 
school.  

Mr Macrory 



Careers 

This week’s Career of the Week is:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Architect  
Architects design new buildings and the spaces around them, and work on the restoration and                           

conservation of existing buildings 

 

 

Rugby Borough Academy Trials 

Thursday 27th October at 10:00am 
 

Are you a budding year 11 or year 12 student that would like 

to train and play for a fast growing semi - professional football 

club? 

 

You could study a BTEC level 3 EXTENDED Diploma in Sports 

Studies. 

 

To apply, please visit: https://bit.ly/RBAoF_Oct_Trials 

 

 

 

Apprenticeships.gov have released an Apprenticeships Parents’ 

and Carers’ Pack which is a resource that has been tailored for 

parents, guardians and carers to help them support young                

people in making informed career choices. 

 

For the September issue, please follow: https://www.apprenticeships.gov.uk/influencers/resources-for-parents 

https://bit.ly/RBAoF_Oct_Trials
https://www.apprenticeships.gov.uk/influencers/resources-for-parents


‘The Parent Perspective’ Podcast 

Just a reminder to join Rachel Burden as she hosts 

‘The Parent Perspective’ podcast, an ex-

citing podcast series for parents and carers, helping 

them to support their children with careers advice and 

guidance. 

Listen via your preferred platform  now or by following 

the link: https://amazingapprenticeships.com/the-

parent-perspective-podcast/ 

Episode 3 out now!  

 

 

 

                                              ________________________________________________  

 

Success at School are putting on 2 webinars in October for students in years 10 to 13, their parents/carers and             

Career Leaders. The PwC webinar is aimed at females interested in STEM careers and apprenticeship opportunities 

at IBM (for all).   

 

For the Apprenticeship Opportunities webinar, please follow:  https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/ibm-apprenticeships-

webinar-tickets-410313397417 

For the Women in STEM webinar, please follow: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/women-in-stem-at-pwc-tickets-

410462593667 

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/the-parent-perspective-podcast/
https://amazingapprenticeships.com/the-parent-perspective-podcast/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/ibm-apprenticeships-webinar-tickets-410313397417
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/ibm-apprenticeships-webinar-tickets-410313397417
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/women-in-stem-at-pwc-tickets-410462593667
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/women-in-stem-at-pwc-tickets-410462593667


 

 

 

In November, Year Seven students will take part in a careers day. We would love to invite some of our 

ex-students back on Wednesday 23rd November to give brief talks to students about their own career 

and journey. 

 

Some of you may remember that we did something similar last year and also back in 2019. It worked 

brilliantly both times, and MASSIVE thanks to all those who helped out. The students really valued 

hearing from some former Chenderit students who had gone on to careers in whatever field.  

 

Of course, if there are any parents or carers who would like the opportunity to meet with our                       

students and speak about their experiences, we would love to hear from you too! 

 

Hearing about real life experiences and encounters can be so important for young people. We hope 

that, if you are reading this, you might be able to help us. 

 

If this sounds like something you might be interested in, please get in touch and email 

lcramb@chenderit.net or myself.  

 

Thank you! 

 

Mrs Georgia Thomas – Careers and Learning Resources Coordinator – gnthomas@chenderit.net  

mailto:lcramb@chenderit.net
mailto:gnthomas@chenderit.net



